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Students Aid Viet Refugee
Nguyen Van Tam. Although the name
bears some semblance to the many Dutchheritage names one finds on Hope's student
roster,its owner is in fact a student from
Vietnam. Nguyen is the surname. Van a
necessary element in all male Vietnamese
names, and Tam (pronounced Tom) a first
name which fits very well into the American
personal nomenclature scheme.

Tam

Vietnamese refugee who arrived
in Michigan five months ago under the
sponsorshipof the Hope Reformed Church
of South Haven. He enrolled at Hope last
January. After two months of American
student life, he is favorably impressed with
Hope and the American system of higher
education.
is a

In Vietnam, Tam was a student in the
Faculty of Law at the University of Saigon.
When word of approaching the North
Vietnamese invasion reached Saigon, Tam
(22 years); his uncle (17), his brother (25),
and his sister-in-law(19) left immediately

via boat on the Saigon River. They were
taken to Singapore,where they stayed for
about a week. After 15 days in the Philippines, the family group flew to Guam and
from there to Pennsylvania,where they remained for three months before coming to
South Haven.
Tam and the other members of his family
who escaped were unable to get word to his
parents before their departure-.Tam does
not know his parents' present situation in
Saigon, and they, of course, have no idea he
is in America. The other three members of
Tam's family in America recently moved to

Minnesota.
The main difference that he notes between his student life in Saigon and that at
Hope is the opportunityto do things other
than study. "In Vietnam, we had to study,"
he says. "If you don't study, you don't pass
your examination,and then you go into the
army. So you study."

Tam

finds his volleyballclass a welcome
variation to his concept of academic life.

Hope Mourns Death of
Longtime Music Educator
, Dr. Robert W. Cavanaugh, professor of
music and director of the Hope College
Chapel Choir for 37 years, died on March
15, 1976, in Hollahd Hospital after a linger-

ing illness.
President Gordon J. Van Wylen expressed the campus community's sentiments on the loss of this beloved and esteemed member of the faculty:"Professor
Cavanaugh had a profound impact on the
development of our music program, and,
more significantly,on the lives of
thousands of students. We are grateful for
the gifts which he was given, and for his life
of faith and service."
Dr. Cavanaugh, known affectionatelyas
"Prof" among his students, was the senior
member of the Hope faculty,having begun
his career at the College in 1940. At that
time, the music department faculty consisted of only Dr. Cavanaugh and the late
Mrs. Esther Snow.
In 1941, Dr. Cavanaugh founded the
Christmas Vespers service which has since
become an annual and memorable tradition, marking the beginning of the Christmas season for the College and the Holland
community. Also in 1941, he composed the
Hope College Alma Mater hymn, which
stands as a lasting and familiartribute to his
musical abilitiesand his dedication to Hope.
In 1953 he originated the now-annual
tour of the Chapel Choir, which has
brought the choir and the College a national
reputation for musical excellence.
Mrs. Mary Tellman, choir tour travel assistant, spoke of the impact Dr. Cavanaugh
made on choir members through his reminder before every concert that their purpose
was to sing to the glory of God: "He was a
constant inspiration to the choir members
who loved him and were determined to do
their best. He was also loved for his keen
sense of humor which was a life-saverin
many tour incidents."
Dr. Cavanaugh served as chairman of the
department of music from 1950-69. During
this period, his devotion to high standards
was instrumentalin developing the cur-

riculum for the Bachelor of Music degree.
Under his leadership Hope was accepted
into full membership of the National Association of Schools of Music in 1969
The Nykerk Hall of Music was constructed in 1956 to provide modern facilities
for the department's program which was
rapidly expanding under Dr. Cavanaugh's
leadership. The Wynand Wichers addition
to this facility was constructedin 1970, to
further accommodate the needs of the department which this year includes 12 fulltime and 13 part-time faculty members.
Prof. Roger Rietberg, a 1947 graduate of
Hope, spoke of his relationship with Dr.
Cavanaugh: "As one of those Hope students who was privileged to sing in the
Chapel Choir under Dr. Cavanaugh's inspiring leadership, I too knew him as Prof.
Later I came to know him as a colleague and
friend. I admired him for the unstinting way
in which he gave of himself as teacher and
musician,for his dedication to Hope College, and for his unfaltering faith and trust
in God to whose glory the music of the
Chapel Choir was always sung."

Former Hope President Irwin J. Lubbers/
speakingof Dr. Cavanaugh's life outside of
his musical profession, noted: "He loved
the great outdoors
. When he trudged the
woods he carried not a gun or net, but
binoculars. He was sensitive to the wonder
that surrounds us and sought to know and
.

.

befriend the species that share our life on
planet earth. He was not an unthinkingsentimentalist.He had a good mind, well above
the average, and all his premises were
clearly thought out. He was not disposed to
verbalizing his beliefs,perhaps because
music was so profoundly the language of
his soul
. During the last months of his
terminal illness, friends discoveredthe depths of his spiritualnature. His spirit was
contagious. Those who came to bring sympathy departed with a triumphant song in
their hearts."
.

.

An endowed scholarship fund has been
established in Dr. Cavanaugh's memory.

"University studentscan't play volleyball
in Vietnam. You play in high school, but
after you enter the university, you have no
time to play."

Tam enjoys basketball and badminton, as
well, and likes watching the Dutchmen in
action.
Tam

I

also impressed by the diversity of
friends he's made at Hope. "In Vietnam,
students lived at home. The dorm was only
for studentsout-of-state.The university
had many faculties, and each one was separate. You only knew the students who were
studying the same thing you were studying. I only knew law students.
"I've made many friends here at Hope,"
he continues. "Students know each other
even when they study differentthings. And
at

is

i

i

Hope, studentscome from many counand all are friends."
Tam also notes that in Vietnam one

tries

couldn't talk privately with his teachers. "A
teacher there is very busy, a very important
person,"he says. "Here, if you have trouble, you talk to the teacher and he helps
you. That is much better."

Tam

courses in American hisand political science, as well
as his physical education course. He says
his main problem centers around his yetto-be-completedmastery of the English
language. Although Tam studied English in
high school, he says he forgot more than he
realized. Another problem centers around
the-fact that a Vietnamese teacher taught
him pronunciation."I got to America and
people couldn't understand me."
Tam is working on his English through
the Academic Skills Center on campus. "I
is taking

tory, English,

have no trouble reading

my

textbooks, but I
can't always understand the teacher talking
in lecture.I hope by next semester, I can do
better."
Although it is still difficult for Tam to
adjust to the American maxim, "All work
and no play, etc.," he is learning about
many of the pleasures of American student
life.

He says he likes the small-town quality of
Holland. He enjoys American TV, although
he still finds the dialoguea littletoo fastpaced. Probably one of the best indications

i

that Tam is easing into what he calls "the
very differentcustoms of Americans," is the
fact that when asked about American food,
he replies with a grin: "The Big Mac is very

good."

Tam

lives

on campus in Mandeville Cot-

tage, "a small, good group," he says. The
1975 Christmas Tree Fund, sponsored by
Hope's Ministry of Christ's people, provides his room and board. Tam is working
eight hours per week at Saga Food Service.

i

Tam says he came to America because he
loves freedom and peace. "Now I try to
adapt to American life; that is my new country

and my new

life."

He

expresses appreciation to the people
at Hope who have helped him adjust to this
new life: "Many people have been very kind
to me — my teachers, students, my roommate, "Wylie" (junior Stephen Van Wylen,
son of Hope's president), and many others.
It is easiest to say. Thank you everyone,
thank you Hope College.' "

i

j

Architect Retained for
Physical Education Center
Hope College has retained Alden-B.Dow
Associates, Inc. of Midland, Mich, as architectsfor the college's proposed physical
educationcenter. President Gordon J. Van
Wylen has announced.
President Van Wylen alsq reported that
$2.5 million in pledges and gifts have Been
received for the new building which is expected to cost $3.2 million. It is hoped that
funding will be completed to allow construction to begin this year.

The facility will be located across from
Kollen Hall in an area bounded by 13th and
14th streets,Columbia avenue and the
C & O railroad tracks.
Alden B. Dow Associates, Inc. was
founded in 1933. The firm has provided architecturalservices for many educational
institutionsincluding Albion College, Central Michigan University, Interlochen

Center for the Arts, University of Michigan
and Wayne State University. A central
campus recreation building designed by
Dow is currently under construction at the
University of Michigan.
The proposed Hope College physical
education center will bean activity-oriented
facility with emphasis on multiple use of
spaces, flexibility and economy.
The building, expected to have a gross
area of approximately80,000 square feet,
will have a gymnasium, swimming pool,
conditioning and exercise areas, a dance
studio, handball courts, wrestling and
multipurpose room, classroomsand
health clinic.
The new center will replace

Camegie-Schouten gymnasium which was
when the college had an enrollment of 400 students. Enrollment at

built in 1906

Hope

this year is 2,275.

I

The

Campus
Scene

GRANT FOCUSES ON
SENIOR SEMINAR
Hoe College has been awarded a
$74,150 grant by the Lilly Endowment, Inc. of Indianapolis, Ind. for
faculty development in interdisciplinary teaching, according to
PresidentVan Wylen.
The grant will allow the college
to give clearer definition to the
goals, patterns and procedures of
the Senior Seminar requirementof
its curriculum.
Hope College instituted the
Senior Seminar in 1963 in an effort
to give focus to the college's com-

mitment

to liberal education in a
Christian perspective and to provide special opportunityfor the
student to examine critically his
life goals and to articulateand test
a life philosophy.

The Senior Seminar consists of a
three semester-hour course to be
taken during the senior year.
Some of the representative Senior
Seminar course topics have included Christianity and Contemporary Culture, Studies in Conflict
and Peacemaking, Science and
Human Values, Religion and
Drama, Existence and Faith, and
Religion and Psychology,

w

"Faculty preparationfor teaching Senior Seminars make complex demands," noted Provost
David Marker. "Teachers are expected to deal effectivelywith the
goals of liberal education,models
and methods for formula ting a philosophy of life, human values and
education, and with contemporary
problems. Few college faculty
members are prepared for so wide
a range of interdisciplinaryteaching."

The grant will allow Hope to
undertake a two year project
aimed at bringing to campus eminent teachers and scholars who
have demonstrated special insight
and ability in the interdisciplinary
exploration of values.
The project will include summer
workshops in 1976 and 1977 in
which visiting teacher-scholars
will introducecurrent problems
~bnd issues in an interdisciplinary
perspective. During the work-

,

shops the Hope faculty members
will discuss and refine goals, plan
course content and establish standards and methods for evaluation.
Consultationswith visiting
scholars and frequentevaluation
sessions will occur during that
1976-77 and 1977-78 academic
years.
"This program promises to give
impetus to the professional development of the participating
faculty members and through
them to influence both the spirit
and content of many courses and
research programs at the college,"
said Dean Lars Granberg who will
direct the program.

"A high percentage of Hope
graduateshave gone on to do distinguishedwork in medicine, the
sciences, business, government
and teaching. It is our aim that future graduates will be no less prepared professionally than their
predecessorsand that they will
take with them into their vocations
a heightened,reasoned grasp of
the critical moral issues raised by
the

new knowledge and new powbeing developed

ers continually

within their areas of specilizations.
This concern is given special expression through the Senior
Seminar program. Since such concerns are broadly felt in higher
education today, especially in

church-sponsored colleges, our
hope is that this program can provide an exportablemodel which
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HOPE HOSTS SUMMER
ECONOMICS PROGRAM
Hope

has been selected by the
NationalScience Foundation to
host a high school student science
training project this summer in the
area of economics of the environ-

for an economics-orientedstudy
program.
Interested students may write
Dr. Richardson at Hope College
for further information.

TITLE IX

IS

A

Dr. Donald M. Friedrich, assistant professor of chemistry, has
been awarded a $9,000 starter
grant by the American Chemical
Society and Petroleum Research

Fund.
The grant is a spedal tribute to
the Hope chemistrydepartment in
that Dr. Friedrich is the only recipient of the 34 scholars funded to
be from a strictly undergraduate
institution.
Dr. Friedrich's research relates
to the area of laser spectroscopyof
organic molecules.Research will
begin this summer with construction of a computer-controlled
laser
apparatus which will measure the
shapes of electron clouds and
molecular vibrations in important
organic compounds.
The grant providesfor research
stipends for two students for each
of the three summer study
periods.

letic Association (WMIAA) division B tournament championship
for the second straight year and
finishing third in the state tourna-

ment.
The men's basketball team
finished with a 10-12 overallrecord
and sixth in the MIAA with three
ment.
victoriesin 12 games.
The $9,060 grant will allow 30
Highlightof the season was
outstandingwest Michigan high
winning the championship of the
school seniors to study at Hope
Sun Coast Classic tournament at
from July 15 to Aug. 25, according
Eckerd College, St. Petersburg,
to Dr. Barrie Richardson,chairman
Fla. The Dutchmen also deprived
of the department of economics
Albion of a share of the MIAA title
and business administrationand
with Calvin by upsettingthe Bri-

project director.
The program has been designed
to offer guidance and encouragement to talented young people
with strong potentials for scientific
and technical careers, accordingto
Dr. Richardson. Hope is one of
only two colleges to receive a grant

GRANT SUPPORTS
CHEMISTRY RESEARCH

tons in the final
son.

game

i

NAME NEW COMPUTER
CENTER DIRECTOR
John C. Watson has been appointed director of the Hope College computer center. He is directing the academic, administrative
and external servicesof the center,

according to Provost David
Marker.
Watson came to Hope from the
State University of New York at

of the sea-

The Hope wrestlers were fifth in
the MIAA while compiling a 9-10
dual meet record. Tom Barkes, a
junior from Mishawaka, Ind., and
Bart Rizzo, a sophomore from
Plainwell, Mich., each earned
runnerup honors in the league
toiu-nament at 134 and 142 pounds
respectively.
Afforded most valuable player
honors were: men's basketball,Jim
Holwerda, a junior from Grand
Rapids, Mich.; wrestling, Rizzo;
and women's basketball. Sue
Dirkse, a junior from Holland,

Albany where he was assistant director of the computing center
The federal government's Title Mich.
since 1967. He previouslywas a
can be of benefit to other colleges ."
IX regulations provide a two-way
lecturer in computer science at
Holwerda and Dwayne Boyce, a
S.U.N.Y.
street.Not only must women in
junior from New York City, will
STUDENT TEACHERS
institutionsof higher educationbe
A native of Massachusetts,Watco-captain
the
basketball
team
GO TO THE NETHERLANDS
free from discrimination on the
son
received a B.S. degree in acnext year while Barkes will be capcounting from Boston University
Six Hope students are among 19 basis of sex; this right must also be
tain of the wrestlers.
extended to men students. ThereMichigan collegians participating
Hope slipped in the MIAA all- and an M.S. degree in business
fore, this spring Mortar Board, a
administration from New York
in a student teaching experience in
sports race. The Dutchmen led
traditionallyfemale senior honors
University. He has done graduate
the Netherlands this spring.
after fall competition,but slipped
organization at Hope, will extend
study in mathematics and comThe program is sponsored by
to third because of the poor winter
membership to both men and
puter science at Fairleigh Dickinthe Michigan Interinstitutional
finishes. The all-sportsstandings
son
University and Rensselaer
Consortium for Overseas Student women students.
entering spring competitionis
Furthermore, because current
Polytechnic Institute.
Teaching.
Kalamazoo 51, Albion 44, Hope 43,
He served as faculty advisor to
The student teachers have been Mortar Board members felt it
Alma 42, Calvin 42, Olivet 28 and
the student chapter of Interassigned to three of the American would be "awkward" to tap men Adrian 23.
during the annual Pine Grove fesVarsity Christian Fellowshipat the
overseasschools in the Nethertivitieson May Day, they are workState University of New York and
lands. The students will do
was active in the Elnora, N.Y.
classroom teaching in their major ing on determining an alternate
CONCERTO/ARIA
chapter of the Christian Busimeans of giving public recognition
a'rea or grade level, observe inWINNERS
to this year's selected members.
nessmen's Committee.
struction and examine the curThe Mortar Board national office
Winners have been announced
ANNOUNCE 76-77
informed Hope's chapter early last in the sixth annual Hope College
TUITION AND FEES
fall that the Department of Health,
Concerto/aria competition.

news from Hope
Y0l:.7,’

riculum at other grade levels,and point-averagerequired for memwork with special programs such bership consideration standing at
as remedial reading, counseling
3.0, as many as 225 Hope juniors
and student activities.
would be eligible for the maximum
Hope participants and their
of 35 openings. Current Mortar
grade level teaching assignment
Board membership includes 17
are: Susan Boers, a senior from
students.
Holland, Mich., third and fourth
"The process of choosing people
grade; Cynthia Clair, a senior from
for tapping is long and drawn out
Lombard, 111., fourth grade; Helen because each Mortar Board
E. Dingwall, a senior from Royal
member must be elected by unanOak, Mich., high school matheimous vote," said Miss Doscher.
matics; Douglas Holwerda, a
"The prospectof considering225
senior from Grand Rapids, Mich,
people seemed to be an unman- '
fifth and sixth grade; Roger Mait- ageable task."
land, a senior from Sussex, N.J.,
Mortar Board voted, therefore,
high school mathematics;and Sue
to raise the minimum GPA to 3.3,
Northuis,a senior from Grand
leaving approximately 125 junior
Haven, Mich.; sixth grade social
men and women eligible for conscience and reading.
sideration this spring.
The schools, located in the
Hague, Amsterdam and Rotterdam, are private non-profit inWOMEN HIGHLIGHT
stitutionswhich serve the mobile
WINTER SPORTS
American comrhunity attracted by
industry, the military or the dipThe women carried the Hope athletic banner during the winter
lomatic corps. Instruction is in
English.
sports season, winning the Women's Michigan IntercollegiateAth-

TWO-WAY STREET

Educationand Welfare was requiring all single-sex organizationsto
rectify the inequality of membership by removing references to the
sex of a candidate as a criterionfor
membership, in compliance with
Title IX. Failure to comply by this
spring would result in all federal
funds being withheld from respective colleges.
According to Leslie Doscher,
current president of Mortar Board,
"Immediately,some practical
problems arose; namely the prospect of consideringtwice as many
people this year for membership."
With the minimutn grade-

Winners of the competitionwill
appear as soloists with the Hope
College Orchestra and Symphonette in a public concert Apr.

Tuition, room, board and fees at
for the 1976-77 academic
year will be increased$310 to
$3,885.

27.

The $3,885 figure represents an
8.6 per cent increase over present
expenses of fulltime, on-campus
students.
Tuition will be increased $220 to
$2,590, room fees by $35 to $535
and board (meals) by $55 to $735.
There will also be a $25 activity fee.
The board expense is for a student
who eats 21 meals on campus per
week. The college has other meal
plans for students wishing to eat
on campus less often.

Winners are

pianists

— Rebecca

Waller, a junior from Stillwater,
Okla. and Thomas Seel, a senior
from Stevensville, Mich.;
vocalists — Deborah Herzog, a
senior from Pottersville,N.J. and
Jeffrey Wiggins,a junior from Midland, Mich.; flutist — Arthur Kerle,
a sophomore from Ypsilanti,
Midi.; and violinist — Jane Vandenberg,

Mich.

a

senior from

Muskegon,

Hope
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Measuring Academic Potential
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Attractions

"Students appreciate the fact that Hope
gave them a chance."
"The most exciting thing is to see what
happens to students who have gained selfconfidence and an image of worth and success. They graduate and enter professions.
Several have continued successfully in
graduate study, and for a few 'stars' this
includes Ph.D. work. All because they were
given a chance at a critical point in their

SPRING VACATION
March 25-April 5

CHAPEL CHOIR
Annual Home Concert
April 25
Dimnent Chapel, 8:30 p.m.

lives."

These are quotes from the directorsof two
separate programs at Hope. If they sound
similar, it is because the programs are similar in function — to help high school
graduates, with promise and potential but
with weak academic backgrounds, to prepare themselves for regular college-level
work. STEP (Summer Trial and Evaluation
Program) and FOCUS (Fall Opportunity to
Continue Upward Scholastically)both spell
out "a chance" for students who have the
desire to enter Hope, but who for a variety
of reasons do not meet the minimum requirements for admission.
Students are referred to the programs
through the Office of Admissions, on the

theatreI
presents

basis of data collectedfrom their application

materials.For example, if a student shows
high national-testscores but a low gradepoint-average, or vice versa, he or she
might be a potential candidatefor the program. Or if a student has done well irfsome
courses but poorly in others, he or she
might be a candidate. Personalcircumstances of applicants are also considered
valid criteria. Sometimes studentsare recommended for participation via a Hope
admissions counselor, a pastor, or a high
school counselor.
STEP has been in operationand under
the direction of Professor of Psychology Les
•

.'•V./ y-'

'

/'
-

.

-r

(NI1&AMI
April 22-24, April
students. Successful completion of both
courses provides seven hours of college
credit and is a necessary, though not sole,
requirement toward the student's admission to Hope.

Providingthis opportunityfor

student
course
work is an elementary and crucial function
of STEP. An equally important function of
the program is to provide opportunitiesto
gain the knowledge, attitudes,and habits
conducive to achieving success and satisfaca

to test his abilities in typical college

tion in college. Special attention is given to

personal adjustment and growth. Tutorial
help is extended, as are the full range of
resources from the Counseling Center and
the Academic Skills Center. Personal assistance is extended to help each participant
come to a better understandingof potentials
so that he or she can plan concretely for the
future. Dr. Beach adds that this might not
necessarily mean enrolling at Hope.
However, the majority (approximately
90%) of STEP participants do successfully
complete the program and are admitted to
Hope in the fall. Moreover, the proportion
of

STEP studentswho graduate compares

very favorably with the percentageof regularly admittedstudents, according to recent
studies conducted by STEP personnel.
"The usual predictors of college success,
such as SAT or ACT scores and high school
grades, have been shown in our studies to
simply be no good when it comes to predicting performance among marginal students.
But these students' performance in STEP
has been shown tp be a very good indicator
of how well they'll do in college," says Dr.

Beach since 1965. It was intially supported
by a grant from the U.S. Office of Education. It is a six-week summer program,
which occurs concurrently with the regular
session, thus allowing STEP
participants to experienceHope in a lessthan-isolated setting, and providing opportunitiesfor interpersonal relationships,so-

summer school

cial activities,

STEP

and personalgrowth.

participants enroll in two regular
college-levelcourses, especially chosen for
their value in preparingthe student for the
college experience. A freshman English
course emphasizes the development of
writing and reading-studyskills. An introductory psychology course aims at understanding human behavior and social adjustment. The course work is not in any way
"watered down," according to Dr. Beach.
However, the instructors and STEP staff
(Dr. Beach, a student assistant who lives in
the dorm, and student tutors) attempt to
give maximum support and guidance to the

because the usual predic-

tors don't get at things like personality,
motivations, and attitudes — the things that
make a person a person. Our studies indicate that it's the person that makes the difference."
FOCUS, a program in operationfor the
past two years, is designed to accomplish
goals similar to those of STEP. The main
difference between the two programs is that
FOCUS participants are admitted on a trial
basis for the first semester of the academic
year. The course load is again reduced, although FOCUS participants carry a load
more comparable to that of a regularly admitted student. Again, a freshman English
and an introductory psychology course are
required. Participants also enroll in two
additional courses related to their area of
interest.
"FOCUS is a program of service to the
student," says Director Garry Demarest,
head of the Center for Counseling, Career

Planning,and Placement. "These

news from Hope College — MarchlApril, 1976

8:00 P.M.
DEWITT CULTURAL CENTER
12th ST. AT COLUMBIA AVE.
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN 49423

services

havior.
This year, 14 out of 20 FOCUS participants successfully completed the semester
and were enrolled on a regular degree basis
with the beginning of the second semester.
"FOCUS is designed so that the participants are competing with everyone else in
regular college courses. They start out with
lower grades, but the^ learn what they have
to cope with to cut it at Hope," says Demarest. "For most of the FOCUS kids, their
personal development is futher behind tha n

development. We work on
personal and interpersonal development so
that academic skills caivbe better learned."
their intellectual

1
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CALL 392-6200
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ALUMNI DAY
May 8
Reunions for the classesof

1961, 1956, 1951,

1946, 1941, 1936, 1931, 1926, Fifty

Year

Circle

Annual Alumni Association Dinner

BACCALAUREATE-COMMENCEMENT
May

9

MAY TERM
May 10-28
TULIP TIME
May 12-15
Holland'sinternationally famous

JUNE

festival

TERM

June 1-18

SUMMER SESSION
June 21-July 30

SUMMER REPERTORY THEATRE

Beach.
"I think that's

— the Academic Skills Center, the
Counseling Center, and tutorial help — are
the same that are available to any student
enrolled at Hope. However, in FOCUS,
they're given more emphasis and concentration."Attendance at a weekly group session is recommended, but not mandatory.
The emphasis at these meeting is on goalsetting,self-assessment, career planning,
and the elimination of self-defeating be-

28-May

July 9-Sept. 4
Fiddler on the Roof
Arsenic and Old Lace
Dames at Sea
Of Mice and Men

1976-77

ACADEMIC YEAR

August 21, Residence Halls Open and
Freshman OrientationBegins
August 24, Registration
August 25, Classes Begin

1976

FOOTBALL SCHEDULE

September 11, at DePauw, Ind.
September 18, at Wabash, Ind.
September 25, Indiana Central
October 2, Olivet
October 9, at Kalamazoo
October 16, Alma-Homecoming
October 23, at Adrian
October 30, Albion
November 6, Valparaiso-Parents'
Day
three

FRIENDSHIP
The most valued commodity
of Higher Horizons
Higher Horizons is an organization that is
years old. It began when a
group of about 40 Hope students banded
loosely together to serve a need they recognized in the Holland community — to be
friends and attempt to bring out the best in
children who were living in broken homes
caused by divorce, separation, desertion,
death or incarceration.The effortsof these
students resulted in the formal organization
of Higher Horizons in 1966 and the ap-,,.
pointment of its first director,Bruce Struik,
who served in this capacity until 1974.
Two years ago, H. H. became an agency
of the Greater Holland United Way, under
the administrative support and direction of
Child and Family Services of Holland. Although the financialrelationship between
Hope College and Higher Horizons was severed with this organizational change,
H.H. remains headquartered on campus.
More importantly,H.H. continues to be
largely dependent on Hope students to
provide the backbone of its function — to
communicatewith, understand, encourage, and attempt to fulfillchildren of thq,

now over 10

community in

a way no other institutiona'l
or welfare service can. Hope students involved in H.H. continue to pledge themselves to a "Little Brother"or a "LittleSister" on a one-to-onebasis a nd a ttempt to be
that "Someone Who Cares" to children
who need concern from a "near peer."
According to Marty Sosa, program coordinator of H.H., this year the program has
over 200 matches,with 80 per cent of the Big
Brothers and Big Sisters coming from the
ranks of Hope students.
John Rolph, director,emphasizes the
benefits the Hope volunteersreceive from
participation:"The program has become an
integral part of many students' lives. They
find out about differentlifestyles, learn how
to relate with children, and more importantly, most develop genuine friendships •
with another human being. They learn that
their friendship relationships are not 'one-,
sided' but that they are being rewarded
every bit as much by participationas are the
children.

"Our relationship with the College is ter"As 1 see it, there is a
tremendous feeling of good will and an excellent working relationship with the College administration."
He cites in particularthe free office space
the College provides, the use of classroom
space for volunteertraining and educarific," he continues,

tional activities, free ticketsfor little
brothers and sisters into College athletic
events, use of the campus mail service, and
the ability to purchase use of the College's
secretarialservices when the need arises.
Sosa and Rolph both speak of the value of
having one 'old-timer' in the office, a person who has been involvedin the program
since its initialstatus as an adjunct organization of the College — Libby Hillegonds, wife
of Hope Chaplain,William Hillegonds, continues to serve as a social worker for the
program. "Libby is vital," says Rolph. "She
has a mind like a computer when it comes to
memorizing names and facts about children
and their family situations.But her biggest
asset is the fact that she's concerned about
others and is a super-good listener. These
qualitiesenable her to function very effectively as a counselor, helping Hope volun-

understand and work through problems or misunderstandings they may enteers to

counter in their relationships with the chil-

dren."
The heart

of the H.H. Program continues
be the consistent weekly contact between
the College student and the child. According to Rolph, "Friendshipis the most valuable commodity ... It allows kids the freedom to be themselves and gives them a
good feeling,to know that some adult really
to

four

cares. Friendshipis conducive to building
self-esteem and confidencein kids, it helps
them see themselvesas worthwhile people.
In addition, kids model their behavior after
adults that they esteem and often the volunteer is able to provide that good example."
These weekly contacts take a variety of
forms. It may be bowling or ping-pong at
the DeWitt Cultural Center. The Holland
Community Swimming Pool allows free
swimming for a little brother or sister who is
accompanied by their volunteercounterpart. It may be football, ice skating, or just a
walk through a park. Once a month, volunteers may pick up a pass for their little
brother or sister for a meal to be shared at
MacDonald's or Burger King. Many little
sisters

enjoy spending time with

Hope

coeds in the dorm, where they often pick up
grooming and fashion tips.
Volunteersalso are encouraged to take
tours of community sites, such as the police
and fire departments.Windmill Island, and
various factories. "In this way, children are
provided with experiencesthat they might
not otherwise encounter,"says Rolph.
Group events and activities continue to
be high points. Picnics,outings, and parties
on special holidays afford fellowship and
interaction.A December roller skating party
this year was a big success.
A new development is the introduction of
craft sessions. This year, children and Hope
studentshave had the occassionto learn
how to make Indian jewelry and candles,
and have had instruction in the arts of macrame, tinsle painting, and string art.
An important development in the program has been the formation of training sessions for volunteersand an extensive
follow-up program which includes communication with volunteers and visits to the
childrens' homes. The staff is also attempting to spend more time in individual session
with volunteers. "We've found that often
the student is hesitant to share his disappointments because he feels he is not meeting expectations. We've found that if we
provide some counseling,we can often
catch these things before it's too late." Obviously, every match isn't successful, every
child with a Big Brother or Sister doesn't

show immediate benefits from participation
in the program, every volunteer isn't able to
establish the desired friendship with his 1fttle brother or sister. But most of them do.
This is the "magic" element in the H.H.

Program.
Rolph says that he sometimes feels H.H.
needs to establish an evaluation program
which would result in "a statement, backed
by empirical evidence, that what we’re
doing is good." Yet even if staffing and
funding allowed for such an evaluation,
Rolph says that it would be most difficult to
do: a successful rela tionship for each child is

made evident in a host of ways. The most
easily perceivedinclude improved
academic performances,better interaction
with friends and family, or evidence of an
unrealized talent. For many others, success
may be simply a slightly more open personality, or the ability to accept failure and then
try again. For some, it may be only a smile
that has been slow in coming.
Rolph and Sosa agree that the best way to
measure the worth of the program continues to be to listen to those who are involved in it:
Ann Renkes, a sophomore from
Morrison,111., says: "The experience I have
had in Higher Horizons has been great. It
has been an opportunityto see a side of life I
might have never known, and, in some
cases, to re-examinemy values and ask why
I believe as I do. Also, and more importantly, it is an opportunityto be a friend who is
concerned about my Little Sister'slife and
to involve her in some new and different
experiences."
Kathy Breuker, Ann's second grade Little
Sister,responds: I like having a Big Sister
because she takes me out. I like her because
she is nice, and is my friend,and she is my
Big Sister."

David Smazik, a junior from Berwyn, 111.,
says: "It's great to have time away from
studying that is useful. To spend time with
another person from a less fortunate situation really helps me to appreciate more
what I have. Seeing that I have so much, the
chance to give some time to someone else
helps me to grow as a person. We spend so
much time in class learning theories, it's a
refreshing experienceto really begin to do
something for someone else in the real
world. To see my Little Brother accomplish
the littlestthings makes it all worthwhile."
Travis Keck, David's 11-year-old Little
Brother, adds: "I have a good time at Higher
Horizons because it's fun. 1 like doing puzzles, models, playing sports, going bowling, and just going over to my Big Brother's
room. 1 also like doing my school work with
my Big Brother (and helping him with his).
I'm also getting more friends at school now.
They play more games with me."
news from Hope College — March /April, 1976
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POEM (BLUES

David R. James, a senior from Naperville,

#26)

111.

Lois Maassen, a sophomore from Fremont, Mich.

I-

Complexity enclosed in simple skin
Could classify her, though I dare remind
That metaphor and simile begin
To lose their keen precision with her kind.
Before old molds andTiolds traditionshaul
She will defy the patterns ready-made:
Her colors, rustic, bear the blends of fall
Yet winter's,spring's and summer's, too, prevade.
Amazing sense will liken her to those
Whose distilling insights siphon lightening
From teeming energies - for us disclose

child-man, aching to be bom
walking cat-kicking down the bam
will you be my dreamer?
keep the key to sunsets for me?
I lose it always,
dropped into crayoned caverns,
holes of chalk.

—

you live the earth,
dreaming of little girls
with ribbons in their hair
blue ribbons, yes, and those
summers that burn with pollen
and laughter
and the tea of roots found in dark
secret places

Potential in ghettos ever tightening.
But only by vision have I been shown
This One, most well-defind, ideal unknown.

OPUS

UNTITLED
Mary

Selections from the student literary magazine

When

J. Pyle, a junior

in

from Zeeland, Mich.

—

golden days of crimson leaves
and dry the ferns and bowers

Brittle, spent,

Summer's love

BACK PORCH ROCKER
Wendy Sanders, a

senior from

Alma, Mich.

Switching' forward and back
like a dog's tail,

my

throat lurching from

my mouth

and everything
upside down.

Grandpa smells like fresh-sawn lumber
his fingers rasp my neck.
He whittles stories '
and

oak-voiced
through the smoke
of'
I

THE CLEANSING
Mia Fagerstrom,a

a cigarette

burrow close to

his belly.

—

me

no longer cleaves.
While chilling streams clear their stagnant waters.
And, like life blood red leaves drip from trees
Splattering the ground that rasps and crackles.
Crisp from nightly frost and drying breeze.
Cold wind frees my heart from passion's shackles.
Around me nature cycles seeming death
and leaves the summer like a dry coccoon
Then hope kisses softly my check, like breath
Gives life to one awakening from a swoon.
And breaks my restless flaming fever:
Green still the lawn, green always the fir.
to

senior from

Mt.

Pleasant,

Mich.

For fourteen days our world's been torn and wrung
By cold uncheerful winds, and damp and fog.
And brooding clouds to cover up the sun
Of every gray and black, a chilling bog
Has mired the sun's bright endless sapphire fields.
Or if the sky was clear, then it was night.
And every star poured down a cold so steel
We trembled, as if frightened by the sight.
But now it's warm; the air's so bright and sweet
Every mark on the gray stone chapel tower
That rises from across two sunlit streets
Is hard, scrubbed of haze that misted summer.
The Lord lashed this fair world with wind and storm
May he lash me, may I be so reborn.

UNTITLED
Kerry G. Wiessman,
from Wayne, N.J.

a

junior

He limped,
with cane to his left
and eyes glaring at blurred

rainbows

'

glimmering through hard

He

rain.

did not try

to clear tired eyes,

through
worn goloshes
to his long crimped toes.
feeling ice seep

She waddled
wearing high fur boots,
giggling curtly at a clumsy
umbrella
not even embarrassed
at her health:

Not noticing his.

Artwork by David Mott,
from Holland, Mich.
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Spring Sports Action
WOMEN'S ARCHERY

BASEBALL

May

Calvin, All

Grand

Valley, 2 p.m.
*at Albion, 1 p.m.
Grand Rapids J.C., 2 p.m.
Ferris,3:30 p.m.
*01ivet, 1 p.m.
’at Adrian, 2 p.m.
’Calvin, 1 p.m.
’at Kalamazoo, 2 p.m.
at Aquinas, 1 p.m.
at

1

of civilization, it

Day

at Albion, All
at Olivet, 4

expects

I

what never was

Kalamazoo, 4 p.m.
Calvin, 3:30 p.m.
Adrian & Albion Quadrangular

Apr. 13
Apr. 21
Apr. 24
Apr. 28
Apr. 30

and free, in a state

Calvin & Alma Triangular at

Apr. 10

*Alma, 2 p.m.

Apr. 7
Apr. 9
Apr. 10
Apr. 14
Apr. 16
Apr. 17
Apr. 21
Apr. 24
Apr. 28

nation
expects to be ignorant
“If a

and never will be.”

Day

p.m.

-

1 WMIAA

May

Tournament at
Kalamazoo

WOMEN'S SOFTBALL
MEN'S TENNIS

& May

Apr. 12
Apr. 15
Apr. 17
Apr. 19
Apr. 21
Apr. 22
Apr. 27
Apr. 29
Apr. 30

’Alma, 3 p.m.
’at Albion, 1 p.m.
at Aquinas, 3 p.m.

Apr. 7
Apr. 10
Apr. 12
Apr. 14
Apr. 17
Apr. 20
Apr. 22
Apr. 28
Apr. 30

at Grand Valley, 3 p.m.
’Olivet, 1 p.m.
’at Adrian, 3 p.m.
’Calvin, 3 p.m.
’at Kalamazoo, 3 p.m.

1

MIAA Tournament at

Lake Michigan College, 3:30 p.m.
p.m.

at Delta College, 3:30

at

Muskegon, All Day

Kellogg Community, 3:30 p.m.
Calvin, 3:30 p.m.
Grand Rapids J.C., 4 p.m.
Albion, 3:30 p.m.
at Grand Valley, 4 p.m.
at State

Tournament

WOMEN'S TENNIS

Calvin,

9 a.m.

Apr. 10

Calvin & Alma Triangular at

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Kalamazoo, 3 p.m.
Kellogg Community, 3:30 p.m.
Calvin, 3:30 p.m.
Quadrangular at Albion, All Day
Aquinas, 3:30 p.m.
at Olivet, 4 p.m.

Calvin, All

TRACK
’MIAA

Apr. 3
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

7

10
14
17
20
23

Relays at Calvin,
11 a.m.
’at Alma, 3:30 p.m.
’Albion, 1:30 p.m.
’Olivet at Albion, 3:30 p.m.
at DePauw Invitational,1 p.m.
’Adrian, 3:30 p.m.
’at Calvin, 3:30 p.m.

Apr. 27
Apr. 30

May

1

’Kalamazoo, 3:30 p.m.
MIAA Field Day at Kalamazoo,
4 p.m.
MIAA Field Day at Kalamazoo,
10 a.m.

May

13

19
21
24

26
28

Day

301

WMIAA

so

Kalamazoo

•MIAA

dollar bill is back
. and
Thomas Jefferson, alumnus of

The two

Tournament at

is

.

.

William and Mary (the nation's

first

college), architect of the University

The Process

of Virginia,

one of education's best

i

friends.

of Discovery

And

he's returned just at the

continued from page 8

right time.

methodology or the philosophy
Students are apprenticed to faculty until they have demonstrated on ability to solve the problems
suggested by the faculty.
The creative scholar requires a freedom to
search for solutions to problems, a freedom
from external concerns,and a freedom of
expression. The Discovery Program will
provide the opportunityfor creative work
by selected young chemists in an environment free of the usual academic concerns
experiencedby senior-year chemistry

instill the

Nowadays you need

for creativityin science.

bill to

that a

riculum, institutedthree years ago at Hope,
provides a student with the opportunityfor
faculty supervisedindependent study. Although not previously used for such an extensive program, this institutional
mechanism offers the flexibility required for
the proposed "Discovery Program."
In addition to the benefits to the participants, the "Discovery in Chemistry" pro-

gram

expected to be of long-standing
value to the chemistry department. Continual modernizationis required to contend
with changing societal needs; the proposed
program provides the stimulus for reevaluation of the chemistry curriculum.The
"Process of Discovery"course combines the
history of development of creative ideas
with the fundamental and often diverse
philosophiesof participation in chemistry;
by analysis of the achievements from the
proposed course, judgments can be made
is

regarding the instruction of chemistry.

The

"Discovery Program" is designed to examine the approach to discovery, through conceptual design of the problem followed by
the investigative search, and completed
with an expansion of the originalproblem to
include its impact on society,as a beneficial
course for student participation in independent chemical investigations. The proposed educational program is a model, applicable to disciplinesother than chemistry,
whose components can be adapted to numerous phases of disciplinary education.

goods and services

for the

And,

educational institutions, like
everyone
to "let

A

can no longer afford

else,

George do

single library

I

it."

book costing

$4.95 in 1956 costs $12.50 today.
Overall, institutional costs have

May Term

..

Offers Innovation
Hope

m -,o\
1976 (May 10-28)
offers
students and area residents the chance
educational diversity in an
three-week single course format. As
years past, the 1976 May term schedule of-

May Term

for
intensive,

in

courses.

rnnt-Qpii will
will take
take students
students overOther courses
overseas. The businessadministrationdepartment has arranged a course in England, _
"Principles of Management. The classical,

behavioral and quantitativeschools of

man-

both regular and innovativetopical agement thought will be examined in business and non-business organizations.
Psychology students may study comThe chance to learn while traveling highparative urban design and planning in
lights many of this year's offerings.Biology
Paris, London, and Amsterdam, with an
students will have the opportunity to do
emphasis on the effect of urban design on
field studies in southern Florida, learning
human behavior.
first-hand the differences between tropical
Campus-basedcourses also offer unusual
and temperate plants. Or a student may do
learning
possibilities. The communication
field studies closer to the College's home
department is offering a course which will
base, by electing a course focusingon
study current TV documentaries.
Michigan'supper and lower peninsulas,
"ContemporaryMexican Theatre" will
which includes-a five-day camping trip.
study and analyze this art form, with inAn introductory geology course will take
struction and discussion taking place enplace in Colorado, and is designed to actirely in the Spanish language.
quaint both majors and non-majors with
"Corporate Uses of the Comupter" ingeologic features and processes as they can
cludes visits to area businessesto supplebe observed in the field.
ment classroom studies in computer uses
Psychology students may participatein a
and auditing of computer operations.
workshop-course, "Studies in Helping,'
Those interested in The New Yorker
which takes places on Lake Michigan's Beahumorists may enroll in an English departver Island. This innovative course will deal
ment course which will focus not only on
with the principles and skills of the helping

fers

n

the writers (including Thurber), but also on
response and other human reactions.
the magazine's style of development and
Political Science studentsenrolling in
the period.
"State and Local Government in Chicago,
A complete listing of this year's May
Lansing will
wuinavcaiuu
y
Grand Haven, ana
and Lansing"
have a full
travel schedule, visitingeach of these three Term courses and other details are available

-

more than

tripled during the last

heavy dose of Jefferson bills is much needed from
alumni and friends to keep pace

decade. Today,

with

a

demands.

1

While alumni have increased in
numbers due to increased enrollments, private support has not kept
pace with education's needs.

(And

government money alone
cannot — and should not — meet
those needs.)

Now, with

the two dollar bill

in circulation,

need

for

back

Thomas Jefferson's

face can be a daily

reminder of the

increased giving and

of

confidence this great statesman

the

had

in education.

Won't you make your confidence
evident. If you can, give
for

a

Jefferson

every Washington you've given

before ... or just give a

George

can't

do

it,

little more.

so

it's up to

you.

^S°rblTXesrnment°f,icia'8and
neios from

SIX

i

George Washington single

took care of just a decade ago.

majors.

Students chosen for the Discovery Program will be required to complete the fullyear program through the mechanism of a
contract curriculum.The Contract Cur-

pay

a Jefferson

Hope College— March

/April, 1976
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LOCKHEED TROUBLESHOOTER

L
I

1

I

Internationally-spreading shock waves
were emitted in mid-February after Lockheed Aircraft Corporation'sdisclosures of
foreign payments. A trouble-shooter immediatelyappeared in the form of Robert
Haack '38. Haack, a directorof the corporation, was elected chairman of the board and
given interim responsibilityfor. operations,
following the resignations of Lockheed's
chairman Daniel J. Haughton and president

A.C. Kotchian.
Haack told newsmen shortly after, his appointment that "the company will survive."
And Haack is known to be a man who
makes predictions stick.
A native of Wauwatosa, Wis., Haack majored in economics at Hope and graduated,
determined "to do something in the financial world."
After receiving a master's degree from
the speech, "Bob Haack wrote his own tickHarvard Business School in 1940, he joined et back to the Midwest." (Time, Nov. 30,
the firm of Robert W. Baird & Co. in Mil1970) Yet, more than a year la ter, Haack said
waukee as a security analyst. By 1950, he
the speech was a "calculated risk" to initiate
had worked his way up to a partnership.
reform and added that he'd make the same
Haack's determinationwas made manspeech again if given the opportunity.Also
ifest in his private life as well as in his career.
in 1971, naacK
Haack announcea
announced mat
that ne
he would
" . ....... ------ ----Once a two-pack-a-daysmoker, Haack de- resign as the Big Board's president when his
contract expired in July, 1972.
aded to quit m the early '60s. "He did it
the first try, cold turkey," a friend tesfified. Back to the Midwest? Hardly. Haack,
With a similar display of will, Haack built
who looks at least a decade younger than
recreation room for his Milwaukee
his 59 years, has remained active in the
An opportunityto renew old acquaintances,honor fellow classmates for distinguished
and then turned to his wife and said, "O.K., eastern businessand finance world as a
service and hear President Van Wylen's "State of the College"address.
I ve shown you I can do it. But I don't plan member of the boards of directors of 11
on ever picking up a hammer again." His major companies in the U.S. and overseas,
family reports that he's lived up to his word. But he is a frequent visitor to Hope's camSCHEDULE OF EVENTS
In April, 1964, Haack became president of pus. A member of the College's board of
11 a.m.-l p.m. Coffee and Registration
Alumni House
the National Association of SecuritiesDeal- trustees since 1968, Haack is deeply iners in Washington, D.C. A 1964 Securities volvedinthelifeofHope.Whenaskedonce 1-3 p.m.
Class Reunions & Buffets
and Exchange Commission Special Study why he gave his time to "this college," he
CLASS
ROOM NO.
had charged that the N.A.S.D. (primarily
replied:"Hope College is my labor of love."
Fifty Year Circle
Music Building - Snow Auditorium
watchdog agency to police wrongdoing
Virtuallyall of Bob Haack's dealings show
1926
Point West Restaurant
the securities business outside the stock ex- him to be a man motivated by principles,
1931
De Witt Ballroom #3
change) had "fallenshort of its potential as
This quality plus his superb knowledge of
1936
De Witt Faculty Lounge
self-regulatoryagency. " However, after business and finance would seem to make
1941
Music Building - Room 102
Haack took office, a Wall Streeter
Haack the ideal person to fulfillwhat the
1946
Music Building - Wichers Auditorium
quoted in the New York Times as describing March 1 issue of Business Week called his first
1951
De Witt Ballroom 1 & 2
1956
De Witt Student Lounge (The Pit)
uT-t fSl‘a Tbrreath of k®5*1 air 1x1 a
iob: "to convince people that the company
halt. Under Haack's leadership, several re- can survive." While Haack jokes that he
1961
De Witt Art Gallery
jntiated .which upgraded
knows nothing about building airplanes,he
(The classes of 1966 and 1971 have electedto hold their reunions next fall during
N.A.S.D. s
does seem to know what must be done:
Homecoming weekend.)
fo'jT ™“mean \nstant celebrity
upon receiving urgent summons from
3:45 p.m.
Alumni Association
De Witt Center Theatre
Apni 25, 1967, when he was named presi- Canada's Defense Minister James
The Rev. Jack Hascup, Presidentof Alumni Asdent of the New York Stock Exchange. Richardsononly a few hours after accepting
-

--
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Haack soon demonstrated that he intended the reins of Lockheed, Haack flew to OtState of the College PresidentGordon J. Van Wylen
to go beyond the traditionalduties of
tawa, and one of Richardson'stop aides
50-Year
The Rev. Percy J. Kinkema, President
office. On Nov. 17, 1970, he delivered
emerged from the resultant 90 minute meetp.m.
precedent-shattering
speech to the
ing, "satisfiedthat the steps Haack proPunch Bowl
Phelps Terrace
nomics Club of New York, in which
posed to take will make the company vi6 p.m.
Annual
Alumni
Phelps Hall
OO ---- — among other things, that1 the
me U/
suggested,
Ex- able."
Announcement of DistinguishedAlumni Awards for 1976
change consider abolishing its system of
That meeting will probably be repeated fixed sales coinmissionsin favor of freely
many times in the coming months.
_
competitive charges. The controversial adanticipates traveling a great deal, meeting
dress gave Haack the title, "The Big Board's
with customers,creditors,and suppliers
W ** 1,3
Stand-Up President." Though many memallay fears regardingLockheed's survival.
Dr. William C. Huyser '05 died on Feb. 27,
High School. He began private practice in Grand
bers of the exchange supported the basic
"I seem to have gotten myself into a bit of
1976, in Kalamazoo, Mich. He was 89 years old.
Rapids in 1929. During his professional years, he
revisions
in
rules
proposed
by
Haack,
some
A native of Beaver Dam, Mich., Dr. Huyser
"
sume da iiornet
hornet's
s nest,"
nest, he
ne told the Uthce
Office of ColColdeliveredmore than 3,500 babies. He retired in
entered Hope as a pre-medicalstudent.He
reacted cnhcally and flung insults such
lege Relations over the telephonein a voice,
1960.
taught for two years to help finance his advanced
He was a member of the Butterworth Hospital
°ut h's mind" and "he makes me sick." nonetheless, ringing with that unmistaktraining. He received his degree from the Universtaff and the visiting staff of BlodgettMemorial
Une WaI1 Streeter said that by delivering able Haack confidence.
sity of Illinoismedical department in 1911 and
Medical Center. He was also a member of the
completed a year's internshipat Chicago's West
American and Kent County Medical Societies.

,

a

~

Eco-

he

11 1C1

.
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MR.

AMBASSADOR
first

^

as

U.S

Ambassador to Mozambique on

Feb. 18.
For DePree, the ceremony ended a yearlong anticipation of the event. Red-tape
procedureswere prolonged partially due to
the fact that Mozambique,located on the
east coast of Africa, has never before had a
U.S. ambassador.

DePree becomes the second Hope alumnus to represent the U.S. to a foreign country. The late Gerrit J. Diekema '81 served as
U.S. Minister to the Netherlands from
1928-1930, a position which today carries
the title of ambassador.
Since 1972, DePree has been a member of
the Policy PlanningStaff of the Department
of State. During 1971-1972, he was deputy
coordinator of the Senior Seminar at the
Foreign Service Institute,and
after having
----Having at-

dl-

He

From 1964-1968, he was a political officer in
Accra. While at the Department from 19611964, he was an intelligence research
specialist.

DePree was assigned to the African Area
Training at Northwestern University in
1960. During 1958-1960, he was an economic officer in Nicosia, after having been a
consular office in Cairo for a year.
A native of Zeeland, Mich., DePree attended Hope from 1946-1948. He received
the B.A., with honors, from Harvard in
1950. He attended the College of Wales
from 1950-1951as a Rotary Fellowship
Scholar. He received his M. A. in 1952 from
the University of Michigan.From 1951-1953
he was a teaching fellow at the University of
Michigan.He served in the U.S. Army from
1954-1956.
He is married to the former Elizabeth

tended the Instituteduring 1970-1971.
became DePuty Chief of Mission in 1968
Pierrou, a native
Freetown and remained there until 1970. six children.

in

neivs

Dinner

Haack
HfVlf'nQ

Willard A. DePree '50 became the

O"

Circle
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of Switzerland.

They have

Side Hospitalin 1912.
He moved to Kalamazoo in 1913 and served as
a surgeon and generalpractitioner until his retirement in 1974. He was a chief of staff at Bronson and Borgess hospitals, and a member of.the
KalamazooAcademy of Medicine. He served as
the Academy'spresidentin 1934. He was also a
member of the Michigan State Medical Society
and the AmericanMedical Society.
Dr. Huyser was a sports enthusiastand was
fond of recalling that he played baseball during
his college years.

He is survived by a sister,Mrs. Mabel Bohl, a
sister-in-law, Mrs. Clara Huyser, a nephew and
three nieces.
Dr. Henry D. Holkeboer '20 died on Feb. 16,
1976 at Kent Community Hospital in Grand
Rapids, Mich. He was 77.
Bom in Holland, Dr. Holkeboer receivedhis
medical degree from Northwestern University
Medical School. He served his internship at Butterworth Hospitalin Grand Rapids.
Between his graduation from Hope and his
entering medical school, he taught for two years
at Grand Rapids Christian and Chicago Christian

Dr. Holkeboer is survived by his wife, Eva, a
son, David, and a daughter, Lucille Gregory.
Elizabeth Renskers '20

Koeppe died

on Feb. 2,

1976 in Beaver Dam, Wis., following an extended
illness.She was 80 years old.

Mrs. Koeppe, the wife of the late Rev. Edwin
Koeppe, was bom in Cedar Grove, Wis. She attended Hope before entering the missionaryfield
for the Reformed Church in America. The Koeppes served in China until 1951, when they were
deported by the Communist Chinese. She returned to Holland and served for a number of
years as a dormitory mother at Hope.
She is survived by two sons, Roger '44 and
Owen '49, a daughter,Ruth Koeppe '62
DeYoung, a sister, and 13 grandchildren.
Franklin Wierda '58 died on Jan. 18, 1976 in

Grand Rapids, Mich., followinga lingering illness. He was 43.
Prior to his illness,he was employedby General Electric Co., Holland, Mich.

He is survived by his wife, Audrey, three sons,
two daughters,his parents, six sisters,and two
brothers, includingMaurice Wierda '51.
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The Process
eluded in

by Dr. Michael P. Doyle

When the Camille and Henry Dreyfus
Foundation of New York requested imaginative proposalsfor their newly created
"Innovationin Education in Chemistry"
grant program, the Hope College chemistry
department responded with a unique proposal. The Hope College proposal, entitled
"Discoveryin Chemistry," responded to
the aims of the Dreyfus Foundation grant
program which were "to broaden the intellectualawareness of students majoring in
chemistry and closelyrela ted science fields,
and to initiate changes in the emphasis or
organization of the educational system so as
to enable students to
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meet professional and

social responsibilities
more adequately

To

meet these goals and the high standardsof
the Dreyfus Foundation was to be a
monumental task. There was, therefore, a
genuine sense of accomplishment, pride,
and recognition in the chemistry department and throughout the campus when we
received the announcement from Mr.
William Evers, executive director of the
Dreyfus Foundation:
"The proposalssubmitted for this program have been evaluated by a special
group. Their recommendations
were reviewed by The Board of Directorswho have
approved grants to the institutions shown
in the attachment. Your proposal is in-

Author Dr. Michael P. Doyle, professor of
chemistry, has been a facultymember at Hope
since 1968. He currentlyserves as project director for "Discovery in Chemistry," an innovative
educational program to be implemented at Hope.
Dr. Doyle received his B.S. degree from The
College of St. Thomas, St. Paul, Minn., and the
Ph.D. in organic chemistry from Iowa State
University in 1968. In 1973 he was named a
recipient of the presitigious Dreyfus Teacher-

of

awards. A check in the
amount of $27,740 is enclosed."
Hope was one of only 14 academic institutions to receive an Innovationin Education
in Chemistry grant a ward. Only four liberal
arts colleges, includingHope, were recipients of these grants.
"Discovery in Chemistry" is a two-year
educationalprogram directed towards increasing the ability of chemistrystudents to
recognizeand utilize creative discoveries
and towards stimulating innovativecontributions by potentially creative undergraduate students. This program consists of
an intensive course for chemistrystudents,
entitled"The Process of Discovery,"which
examines the process of scientific discovery
through the experiencesof innovativescientists, and an individually designed curriculum, "The Discovery Program," which
providesa one-year period of self-directed
study and research to nurture the creative
abilities of selected students.
Innovatorsin fields of scientific inquiry
have often exhibited their creative potential
at an early age. J.D. Watson and F. Crick in
their elegant proposal of the double helix
structure for DNA, R.B. Woodward in his
early fascination with symmetry control of
chemical reactions, Louis Pasteur, J.H.
van' t Hoff a nd ] A . LeBell in their basic contributionsto the structuraltheory of organic
chemistry, exemplify those individuals
whose insight and extraordinaryabilities
were evidenced while they were novices in
their respective fields. The innovatorsof
science have directed the course of scientific
inquiry; they have devised revolutionary
approaches to complex problems and
created the methods and techniques
needed to solve these problems.
Society continuesto produce relatively
few truly innovative and productivescientists in spite of the rapid growth in the
number of active scientists,particularly
since the late 1950's.Thus although the total
this list of

.

Discovery

number of active scientistsappears to increase exponentially, the number of leaders
in science increases at a much slower rate.
The future holds the promise of an adequate
pool of well-trained competent scientists,
but also manifestsan increasing need for
more creative, more perceptive scientists
who can see in new directionsand stimulate
others to follow.
Clearly only a very small number of our
studentshave the potential to become innovators in science, but most studentscan
profit from explicit study of scientific discovery. At a minimum, they can learn to
recognizeand encourage creative ideas in
others and, by adopting the techniquesof
others, they can increase their own intellectual efficiency.

The "Discoveryin Chemistry" program is
based on the premises that studentsare
rarely presented with the factors underlying the conceptionof discovery, brought to
appreciate the initial significanceof discovery, or taught to recognizethe impact of
new discoveries, that innovators in fields of
scientific inquiry have often exhibited their
creative potential at an early age, and that,
although the formal educationalprocess
may stimulate a creative student, seldom
does it offer the opportunity for such an
individual to be creative.
The course "The Process of Discovery"
will examine the processesof conception,
acceptance, and impact of discoveries in
chemistry through the experiencesof well
known innovativescientistswho have
demonstrated their creative abilities or who
have recognizedcreative potential. This
course will be offered each of two successive
years during a three-week May Term set
aside by Hope for intensive studies in a
specialtopic. Each offering of "The Process
of Discovery" will involve the participation
of three invited scientistswho will speak
about and lead discussions on their own
involvement with chemical discovery, on

such discoveries are made, and on how
these discoveries have made an impact on
chemistry and society. Dr. Donald
Williams, professor of chemistry, will coordinate the diverse elements of this program,
prepare students through readings and discussions for the invited scientists,analyze
their approachs to discovery, and provide a
philosophical continuity for this course
through the theme of "creativity."
"The- Discovery Program" will involve a
maximum of four students, each for one
year, in the process of innovative discovery.
Each student will be selected by the chemistry faculty from junior-year chemistry
majors on the basis of demonstrated
motivation and apparent creative potential.
The program will be initiatedwith the May
Term course, "The Process of Discovery"

how

and

will

terminateat graduation.

Hope

College has a long-standingtradition of producing competent scholars in
chemistry and has had the distinction of
being foremost among small liberal arts colleges in training eminent chemists [Chem.
Tech., 1, 266 (1971);J. Although the relative
number of studentswith the apparent
ability to initiate creative discoveries has
been small, their numbers have not diminished. These students are easily recognized early in their careers.

Current educationalprograms do not

generally offer either the environment or
the opportunityfor creative work by young
chemists. Due to the encompassing nature
of the field, the recent advances in instrumental prethods, and the massive amount
of informationproduced annually,a student is consideredto be trained adequately
for a professional career only after gaining a
maximum familiaritywith chemical knowledge. Such a program trains competent
chemists who can apply innovativediscoveries to particularproblems but does not
continued on page 6

